Abstract
Introduction
The Metric Labeling Problem (ML) [3] can capture a broad range of classification problems that arise in early vision (e.g. image restoration, stereo matching etc.). Given a set V of objects and a set L of labels the goal is to find a labeling f : V → L with a minimum cost C(f ). The cost C(f ) = p∈V c p,f (p) + (p,q)∈E w pq d f (p)f (q) consists of 2 parts. On one hand, for each p ∈ V there is a label cost c p,f (p) ≥ 0 for assigning label f (p) to p. On the other hand, for each pair of objects p, q that are adjacent in a graph G = (V, E) there is a so-called separation cost for assigning labels a = f (p), b = f (q) to them. This separation cost equals to w pq d ab where w pq is the weight of edge (p, q) ∈ E and represents the strength of similarity between p, q while d ab is a metric 1 distance between labels. One class of approximation algorithms [3, 2] solves the ML problem by formulating it as the Linear Programming relaxation of an integer program. However these methods require the solution of a very large linear program and are therefore impractical to use. On the other hand, a variety of combinatorial algorithms based on graph cuts [1, 8, 4, 9] have been developed which are fast but that have been interpreted only as greedy local search techniques up to now.
The framework presented in this paper bridges the gap between these two classes of algorithms and makes use of the primal-dual schema of linear programming to derive combinatorial approximation algorithms for the ML problem. Its major contributions are: 1) The derived algorithms have (for the first time) guaranteed optimality properties even in the more general case where d ab is merely a semimetric 2 , a case which is often encountered in problems of early vision. 2) Besides these theoretical optimality properties, the considered algorithms also provide per-instance suboptimality bounds that prove to be much tighter in practice, thus showing that a nearly optimal solution is always obtained. 3) α-expansion graph cut techniques [1] are included merely as a special case of our framework. This fact along with the previous remark explains the great success these techniques exhibit in practice. Furthermore, for the first time these (state-of-the-art) expansion techniques are interpreted not merely as greedy local search but in terms of principles drawn from the theory of linear programming. We describe our algorithms in sections 2-5 while we show experimental results in section 6.
The primal-dual schema
Consider the primal-dual pair of linear programs:
where A = [a ij ] is an m × n matrix and b, c are vectors of size m, n respectively. We want to find an optimal integral solution to the primal program but since this is in general an NP-complete problem we must settle with estimating approximate solutions. A primal-dual f -approximation algorithm achieves that by use of the following principle [7] : Based on this theorem, a primal-dual f -approximation algorithm usually exploits the following iterative schema: Primal-Dual Schema. Keep 
Metric Labeling as a linear program
Here we will use the following integer programming formulation of the ML problem, introduced in [2] : 
where: ht
To each vertex p, there corresponds one dual variable y p . Also, to each edge (p, q) ∈ E (and any label a), there correspond 2 dual variables y pq,a and y qp,a . All the dual variables y pq,a , y qp,a will be called "balance variables" hereafter and we will also say that y pq,a is the conjugate balance variable of y qp,a (and vice versa). The auxiliary variables ht y p,a will be called "height variables". The reason for this as well as for introducing these redundant variables will become clear in the sections that are following. For defining a dual solution, only the balance variables y pq,a as well as the y p variables must be specified. The height variables ht y p,a are then computed by (7) .
Since we will be considering only feasible {0, 1}-primal solutions, a primal solution x will hereafter refer to a set of labels {x p } p∈V where x p denotes the label assigned to vertex p. Under this notation, x p,a = 1 is equivalent to x p = a and so it is not difficult to see that the relaxed slackness conditions related to the x p,a variables are reduced to:
while the slackness conditions of the x pq,ab variables are:
where we consider the cases a = b and a = b separately. Fig. 1 : Visualization of the dual for a graph G consisting of just 2 neighbors p, q while L = {a, b, c}. Each vertex holds a copy of all labels in L and all these labels are represented by circles which are located at certain heights specified by the ht variables. Label c at p is pulled up due to the increase of the balance variable ypq,c and so the corresponding label at neighboring vertex q is pulled down due to the decrease of the conjugate variable yqp,c. The active labels of p, q are drawn with a thicker line.
Our objective will therefore be to find feasible solutions x, y satisfying the above conditions (8) , (9) and (10). Conditions (10) simply say that conjugate balance variables are opposite to each other. For this reason we set by definition:
and so no worry about conditions (10) is needed hereafter.
An intuitive view of the dual variables
A way of viewing/visualizing the dual variables, that will prove useful when later designing our approximation algorithms, is the following: for each vertex p, we consider a separate copy of the complete set of labels L. It is then assumed that all of these labels are objects which are located at certain heights relative to a common reference plane (see Fig. 1 ). The height of label a at vertex p is given by the dual variable ht The role of the balance variables is to contribute to the increase or decrease of a vertex's height. In particular, due to (7), the height of a label a at p can be altered only if at least one of the balance variables {y pq,a } q:q∼p is altered as well. In addition, due to the fact that conjugate balance variables are opposite to each other (see (11)), changes in the height of label a at p also affect the height of that label at a neighboring vertex. In Fig. 1 , for example, each time we increase the height of label c at p, say by increasing balance variable y pq,c , the height of c at the neighboring vertex q is decreased by the same amount due to the decrease of the conjugate variable y qp,c .
Before proceeding let us also define some terminology. Let x, y be any pair of integral-primal, dual solutions. We will call the label assigned to p by x (i.e. x p ) the active label at p. We will also refer to the height of the active label at p (i.e. ht y p,xp ) as merely the height of p. We will call the sum of the heights of all vertices the "Approximate Primal Function" (or APF for short) i.e. AP F x,y = p ht y p,xp . This function's name comes from the fact that if x, y satisfy the relaxed slackness conditions then it is easy to prove that APF approximates the primal objective function.
Also, any balance variable in the set {y pq,xp } q:q∼p (i.e. any balance variable of the form y pq,xp with q adjacent to (9) hold, then due to (9) and (6) it is easy to see that the load between p, q can be thought of as a virtual separation cost which approximates the actual separation cost w pq d xpxq between p, q.
Applying the primal-dual schema to ML
Most of our approximation algorithms can achieve an approximation factor of f app = 2 During an inner iteration the main update of the primal and dual variables takes place inside UP-DATE DUALS PRIMALS while PREEDIT DUALS and POSTEDIT DUALS modify the dual variables before and after the main update. The algorithms to be considered are named PD1, PD2, PD3 and the DUAL FIT routine, which is used only in the last two of them, serves only the purpose of applying a scaling operation to the last dual solution.
The PD1 algorithm
During this section we will assume that d ab is a semimetric. In the case of the PD1 algorithm our goal will be to find feasible x, y satisfying slackness conditions (8) , (9) with f 1 = 1 and f 2 = f app . By replacing f 1 = 1 in (8) that condition becomes y p ≥ ht y p,xp . Since it also holds that y p ≤ min a ht y p,a (by the dual constraints (5)), it is easy to see that (8) reduces to the following 2 equations:
In addition, load x,y pq = y pq,xp + y qp,xq (by definition ) and so by replacing f 2 = f app in (9) that condition reduces to:
Therefore the objective of PD1 is to find feasible x, y satisfying conditions (12)-(14) and for this, PD1 uses the following strategy: At each iteration it makes sure that conditions (12) and (14) are automatically satisfied by the current primal-dual pair. In addition, it makes sure that the current dual solution is feasible (primal solutions are always integral-feasible by construction). To this end it always imposes the following constraints to the current dual solution:
To see that (15) ensures feasibility, it is enough to observe that due to this constraint the following inequality can be derived:
and so the dual constraints (6) hold true. This implies that solution y is indeed feasible since the other dual constraints (5) already hold true due to condition (12).
All that remains then for PD1 to achieve its goal is just to ensure that after a finite number of iterations slackness conditions (13) are satisfied as well. These conditions simply require that the active label of any vertex must be "lower" than all other labels at that vertex. So assuming that at the start of an outer iteration all conditions (12)-(15) except for (13) are satisfied, the update of the primal and dual variables roughly proceeds as follows: DUAL VARIABLES UPDATE: Given the current primal solution (i.e. the current label assignment), we try to update the balance variables so that for each vertex its active label stays at the same height while the rest of the labels at that vertex are raised above the vertex's active label. Since we must also ensure that the balance variables do not increase too much (or else constraints (15) would become violated), this cannot be achieved for all vertices. PRIMAL VARIABLES UPDATE: This implies that after the rearrangement of the labels' heights, there might still be some vertices violating condition (13). We select a suitable subset of these vertices and assign to them new active labels with lower heights so that the resulting primal solution is taken closer to satisfying (13). The reason we may not be able to do that for all the vertices is that we must still take care that conditions (14) are maintained as well.
However, by keep repeating this procedure, the number of vertices violating (13) decreases per iteration and so in the end all conditions (12)-(15) will hold true. It should be noted that it is always trivial to enforce conditions (12) (we simply set each dual variable y p equal to min a ht y p,a ). The rearrangement of the labels' heights takes place in groups, one group per inner iteration. In particular, during a c-iteration only the heights of the c labels are rearranged so that as many of these labels as possible are raised above the corresponding active labels. To this end solution y is changed into solution y by changing only variables {y pq,c } p,q:p∼q (i.e. the balance variables of all c labels) into {y pq,c } p,q:p∼q . The new heights will therefore be ht y p,c . We must be careful, though, during this update of the c-heights. For example, in Fig. 3(a) , if we try to raise c at vertex p (by increasing y pq,c ) so as to reach x p then label c at q may go below x q due to the decrease of the conjugate variable y qp,c , thus breaking condition (13) for q. It turns out that the optimal update can be simulated by pushing the maximum amount of flow through a directed graph G Fig.3(b Fig. 3(b) ). Fig. 3(b) ). Case 3: Finally, if c is the active label of p (i.e. c = x p ) then we want to keep the height of c fixed at the current iteration. As in case 1, we again connect the source node s to p through directed edge sp. This time, however, no flow passes through any interior edge incident to p (due to (17)). So f p = 0 (due to the flow conservation at p) and the height of label c will not change (see (19)), as was intended. By convention we set: cap sp = 1 (see edge sr in Fig. 3(b) ).
Update of the primal and dual variables
We are now ready to describe what actions are performed by each of the main routines of PD1 during a c-iteration. PREEDIT 
The primal-dual pair x k+1 ,ȳ k+1 is generated inside this routine. For the generation ofȳ k+1 , the graph G
is constructed and a maximum flow algorithm is applied to it. The resulting flows are used in updating only the balance variables of the c labels as explained in the previous section (see (16)) i.e.:
Therefore the heights of all c labels will also change as:
Based on the new heights, we now need to update x k into x k+1 i.e. assign new labels to vertices. Since only the heights of c labels have changed, this amounts to deciding whether a vertex keeps its current active label or is assigned label c. On one hand, this should depend on whether the c label of a vertex managed to go "above" the active label at the same vertex or not. On the other hand, we must also ensure that conditions (14) 
pq,c =ȳ k pq,c + cap pq The first property can be used to ensure the algorithm's termination while the second one asserts that for any vertex its new active label is always below its c label (as intended). Furthermore, the last property can be used to prove that conditions (14) remain true [5] .
POSTEDIT DUALS(c, x k+1 ,ȳ k+1 ): However, for maintaining conditions (14) during the next iterations as well, it turns out that POSTEDIT DUALS needs to changeȳ k+1 into y k+1 so that all active balance variables of solution y k+1 become nonnegative while also neither the APF nor any of the loads are altered during this change. It can be shown that in the case of PD1, the active balance variables y 
Apply max-flow to G . PD2 µ will achieve slackness conditions (8) , (9) with f 1 =µf app and f 2 =f app . The reason for µ ≥ 1 fapp is because f 1 < 1 can never hold. A main difference between algorithms PD1 and PD2 µ is that the former is always generating a feasible dual solution at any of its inner iterations while the latter will allow an intermediate dual solution of becoming infeasible. However, PD2 µ ensures that the (probably) infeasible dual solutions are "not too far away" from feasibility. This practically means that if these solutions are divided by a suitable factor, they will become feasible again. This method (i.e. turning an infeasible dual solution into a feasible one by division) is also known as "dual-fitting" [7] in the linear programming literature.
More specifically, the PD2 µ algorithm generates a series of intermediate pairs of primal-dual solutions with the following properties: all of them satisfy slackness condition (9) as an equality with f 2 = 1 µ i.e.:
In addition, the last intermediate pair satisfies the exact (i.e. f 1 = 1) slackness condition (8) which, as explained in section 3, reduces to:
However, the dual solution of this last pair may be infeasible since (although it satisfies dual constraints (5) due to (23)) in place of constraints (6) it can be shown to satisfy only:
Nevertheless these conditions ensure that the last dual solution, say y, is not "too far away" from feasibility. This means that by replacing y with y fit = y µfapp it takes only elementary algebra to show that y fit is feasible and that the primal-dual pair (x, y fit ) (x being the last primal solution) satisfies the relaxed slackness conditions (8), (9) The main routines of PD2 µ are mostly similar to the ones of PD1 with only minor differences (see [5] for more details). The most important difference lies in the assignment of capacities to those interior edges pq, qp of G 18), we instead define:
26) This also explains why d ab must be a metric (or cap pq < 0).
It can then be shown that PD2 µ indeed generates an f appapproximate solution [5] . Furthermore, it holds that all PD2 µ algorithms with µ < 1 are non-greedy algorithms meaning that neither the primal (nor the dual) objective function necessarily decreases (increases) per iteration. Instead, it is APF which constantly decreases but since APF is always kept close to the primal function the decrease in APF is finally reflected to the values of the primal function as well. However, a notable thing happens if µ = 1. In that case, due to (22), the load between any neighbors p, q equals exactly their separation cost (i.e. load
) and so it can be proved that APF coincides with the primal function. In addition it can be shown that PD2 µ=1 is actually equivalent to the c-expansion graph cut algorithm [1] (that was interpreted only as a greedy local search technique up to now). This is stated in the next theorem [5] : Theorem 4.1. The label assignment x k+1 selected during a c-iteration of PD2 µ=1 has the minimum primal cost among all label assignments resulting after a c-expansion of x k .
PD3: extending PD2 to the semimetric case
By modifying PD2 µ , three different variations (PD3 a , PD3 b , PD3 c ) may result that are applicable even if d ab is a semimetric. For simplicity we will consider only the µ = 1 case i.e. only variations of PD2 µ=1 . We also recall a fact that will prove to be useful for explaining the rationale behind the algorithms' definition: (OPTIMALITY CRITERION) the load between any p, q represents a virtual separation cost which should be equal to the actual separation cost of p, q if the current primal-dual solutions are optimal.
The main difficulty of extending PD2 µ=1 to the case of a semimetric relates to all edges pq with capacity defined by (26) during a c-iteration i.e. all interior edges pq whose endpoints p, q are currently assigned labels = c (i.e. ing labels (a, b, c) a "conflicting label-triplet". Depending on the way we deal with such a "conflicting pair" three different variations of PD2 µ=1 may arise.
PD3 a algorithm: We choose to set cap pq = 0 in place of (26). In this case it can be shown [5] that if the pair of labels c, b is assigned to p, q (by x k+1 ) then the resulting load of p, q is greater than the actual separation cost of p, q or equivalently their virtual separation cost overestimates their actual separation cost contrary to the OPTIMALITY CRITE-RION above (in all other cases there is no such overestimation). Therefore, in this case, POSTEDIT DUALS modifies the dual variables so that the equality between load and separation cost is restored by the start of the next iteration. No other differences between PD2 µ=1 and PD3 a exist.
One can prove that what PD3 a actually does is to restore the triangle inequality for the current "conflicting labeltriplet" by approximating d withd whered
e. by overestimating only the distance between labels c, b. It can also be shown that the primal-dual solutions generated by both PD3 a and PD2 µ=1 satisfy exactly the same conditions (22)-(25) and so PD3 a is always guaranteed to lead to an f appapproximate solution as well. Therefore PD3 a directly generalizes P D2 µ=1 to the case of a semimetric d ab .
PD3 b algorithm: We choose to set cap pq = +∞ and no further differences between PD3 b and PD2 µ=1 exist. This has the following important result: the solution x k+1 produced at the current iteration can never assign the pair of labels c, b to the vertices p, q respectively (due to this fact we will call labels c, b the "excluded labels"). To prove this, it suffices to recall the "reassign rule" and observe that the directed edge pq can never become saturated by increasing its flow (since cap pq = +∞). Put otherwise, it is as if an infinite overestimation of the distance d cb takes place by the algorithm. The price for that is that no guarantees about the algorithm's optimality can be provided. The reason is that the balance variables may now increase without bound (since cap pq = +∞) and so we cannot make sure that the generated dual solutions satisfy a "not too far away from feasibility" condition like (25). This in turn implies that no dual-fitting technique can be applied in this case.
However, PD3 b has a nice interpretation in the primal domain and can prove to be an excellent local minimizer due to the next theorem (that generalizes theorem 4. 
Experimental results
We have applied our algorithms to the stereo matching problem. In this case the graph G reduces to the image grid while the label cost for assigning disparity a to the image pixel p is set as: c p,a = |I r (p + a) − I l (p)| where I l , I r are the left and right images. We wanted to test how well our algorithms can handle both metric and semimetric distances d ab . To this end we made use of the following property:
Given the pair of primal-dual programs in section 2, it can be shown [7] that any ratio r = c T x/b T y (where x, y is a pair of integral-primal, dual feasible solutions) provides a suboptimality bound in the sense that x is guaranteed to be an r-approximation to the optimal integral solution. This fact proves to be very useful in practice: By considering the minimum of all ratios {r This has been verified experimentally by using the wellknown Tsukuba data set [6] as input to the stereo matching (see Fig. 5 ). No attempt has been made to model occlusions during stereo matching and all edge weights w pq have been set equal to each other instead of properly adjusting their values based on image intensity edges (which would improve the results considerably for this specific example). This is so because our main goal was not to produce the best possible disparity by tweaking the input parameters but to test the tightness of the suboptimality bounds i.e. to test the effectiveness of these algorithms in minimizing the objective function. 2 ) (a semimetric) where λ denotes the maximum allowed distance.
Each experiment consisted of selecting one of our algorithms and a distance function and then using them to compute disparities for each of the Tsukuba stereo pairs. The averages of the obtained suboptimality bounds are shown in table 1. As can be seen from that table the per-instance suboptimality bounds are much tighter (i.e. much closer to 1) than the worst-case bounds f app predicted in theory. Therefore the algorithms have computed a nearly optimal solution in all cases, meaning that they can handle both metric and semimetric distances equally well. Furthermore, these bounds explain in yet another way the great success that a-expansion techniques exhibit in practice since, as it was shown, the a-expansion algorithm is equivalent to PD2 µ=1 .
Besides testing the tightness of the per instance suboptimality bounds, we also wanted to test their accuracy i.e. how well they describe the true suboptimality of the generated solutions. To this end we applied our stereo matching algorithms to one image scanline at a time (instead of the whole image). In this case the graph G reduces to a chain and the true optimum can be computed using dynamic pro- We have also applied our algorithms to image pairs from the SRI tree image sequence (Fig. 6(a) ). The selected pairs had a maximum disparity of 11 pixels. Given our algorithms' ability to handle both metrics and semimetrics equally well, the next semimetric has been used in this case: 4,ab = λ. We always assume κ < λ. In this specific example we used (κ, λ) = (2, 10). The rationale behind this distance is that it assigns a low penalty to small (i.e. ≤ κ) changes in disparity (thus allowing surfaces with smoothly varying disparity like the slanted ground in the SRI image) but assigns a high penalty λ to large disparity gaps. Despite the fact that d κ,λ 4,ab is a semimetric our algorithms did not face any problem in efficiently minimizing the corresponding objective function and thus localizing the trees as well as the slanted ground in the SRI image (Fig. 6(b) ). The average running times to convergence for the Tsukuba and SRI tree data sets have been 46 and 33 secs respectively on a 2.4GHz CPU.
The efficiency of our algorithms in the case where d ab is a semimetric can be also illustrated by the synthetic example of Fig. 6(c) . Although P D3 a , P D3 b and P D3 c are able to locate the global minimum for this example, the a-b swap algorithm of Boykov et al. [1] can get stuck at a local [1] can get stuck in labeling A whose cost is T i.e. arbitrarily larger than the minimum cost which is 4 (labeling B). On the contrary P D3a, P D3 b , P D3c can always locate the optimal labeling. Example taken from [1] . minimum arbitrarily far away from the true minimum. Furthermore, the example of Fig. 7 illustrates the importance of using semimetric distances d ab on the task of image restoration. The original image consists of 2 identical patterns placed vertically. Each pattern's intensity is kept constant along the horizontal direction and increases linearly with step 2 from top to bottom. The input image is then formed by corrupting the original image with white noise (Fig. 7(a) ). Although our algorithms could restore the original image with only a few errors by use of the d κ,λ 4,ab semimetric ( Fig. 7(b) ), this was not the case when the truncated linear metric d λ 2,ab (or the potts metric) has been used despite the tweaking of the λ parameter. The best possible result with a metric is shown in Fig. 7(c) . Analogous examples can be constructed for the stereo matching case.
Finally, it should be noted that for certain special cases of the ML problem our algorithms' approximation factors coincide with the so-called integrality gap [7] which is essentially the best possible approximation factor a primal-dual algorithm may achieve. Such is the case with the Generalized Potts model whose integrality gap is known to be 2 [3] i.e. equal to f app . This explains in yet another way why Graph-Cut techniques are so good in optimizing problems related to the Potts energy. In conclusion, a new powerful optimization tool has been added to the arsenal of computer vision, capable of tackling a very wide class of problems.
